Host Pat_O says:
<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: sitting in the command chair watching the viewscreen and the Tsunami::

CTO_Silek says:
:: At tactical, reading the data on the quakes ::

OPS_Serok says:
:: Standing at OPS console monitoring the away team and all communications ::

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: on the bridge, at SCI station::

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: In the operations room looking at recent sensor data.. The latest eruption had caused a very deep fissure to form. Preliminary scans indicated a high water/mineral concentration::

XO_Lu says:
:: enters the bridge and sees the tsunami on the viewscreen::

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: notes Chronometer and sees that his watch is drawing to a close::  

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Following Dr. Clarian ::

XO_Lu says:
Self: Man that’s quite a wave, too bad I’m not crazy enough to try and ride it.

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: looks up and sees his XO enter::  XO:  Punctual as usual, Mister Lu.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: pacing around the consoles looking at data::

XO_Lu says:
:: sits in his chair::

XO_Lu says:
CO: Hello Captain.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Nods at the XO as he walks in ::

Dr_Clarian says:
@ TO: well. Looks like I need to do another dive. Wanna come?

CTO_Silek says:
CNS: Commander. I am transferring additional data to your terminal.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: In aqua-skimmer with as Gal stares hypnotically at his console::

Host CO_Taylor says:
XO:  Mister Lu, I have need of some refreshment.  I shall be in the officer's lounge if I am needed.  I'll be having lunch with my family.

CNS_Ashworth says:
CTO:  Understood

Host CO_Taylor says:
XO:  You have the Conn.  :: rises and walks toward the TL::

TO_Masterson says:
@Dr. Clarian: That would be good Dr. I will join you. 

XO_Lu says:
CO: Go right ahead. I'll be fine.

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Follows Dr. to suit up.::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods to the Captain as he leaves ::

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: nods: TO: all right.. Follow me. 

XO_Lu says:
CO: I'll inform you of any implications.

Host CO_Taylor says:
XO:  Carry on, Commander.  :: walks into TL and turns to face the closing doors::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: Another "light show " begins around the outpost as the planet's life forms gather around it

Host CO_Taylor says:
TL:  Officer's lounge...

Dr_Clarian says:
@ TO: this is a liquid breather. And this:: holds out a funny looking ear piece:: is a neuro communications device

XO_Lu says:
:: wishes for a triple shot of tequila right now::

Dr_Clarian says:
@TO

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Looks at the Dr. and nods ::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Speeds the skimmer along the a coral reef, responding the hasty grunts of Gal as he sees the "light show" ahead::

Dr_Clarian says:
@TO: the liquid breather prevents normal vocal functions. So you will have to think to talk. This device reads brain wave patterns and translates them into speech.

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: tries to read the data::

FCO_Harlok says:
@ *CSO* Commander, I'm picking up a... shoot! I don't know a Fire-works display of light ahead. The animals around here are headed right for it!

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Nods at the Dr. again :: Dr. Clarian: Sound simple enough.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: puts the ear piece on and runs the test cycle::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Imitates the Dr. ::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Glances at Gal as he seems to be sending and collating data to the Mede::

XO_Lu says:
CNS; Have you found out what is causing the tsunamis?

Dr_Clarian says:
@ TO: now don't panic when your lungs fill with the liquid. It’s going to taste funny. :: puts the helmet on and starts the breather fill::

CNS_Ashworth says:
XO:  I am still attempting to interpret the data sir

TO_Masterson says:
@:; Attempts not to panic as the water fills her lungs ::

XO_Lu says:
CNS: inform me when you find something.

CNS_Ashworth says:
XO:  Understood Sir

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Holds her breath ::

Dr_Clarian says:
@: Closes eyes as the pinkish liquid fills the helmet and breathes out the last breath of air. Body shakes before she calms down from the stress of conversion::

FCO_Harlok says:
@ *AT* Away Team! Anyone come-in! :: Feels a cold chill go down his spine::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Starts to panic as the fluid fills her lungs ::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Feels the skimmer flow down a tidal draw and swings to circle the "light" show;:

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: finally understands the data::   XO:   Sir, the data shows that there are valuable mineral deposits down there.

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Begins to calm down as she realizes that she isn't drowning ::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Reviews the data from the probes in the solar system ::

XO_Lu says:
OPS: Do you have a transporter lock on the Away team?

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: watches remembering her first time:: *TO*: just try to relax.. It feels weird at first

XO_Lu says:
CNS: What kind of minerals Commander?

OPS_Serok says:
XO: Aye sir.  From the time they left the ship.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: steps into the dive well and waits:: 

XO_Lu says:
OPS: Good, lets keep that lock on at all times.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Nods at the XO :: XO: Aye Sir.

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Commander, the system is still clear of any vessels. We are alone sir.

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: reading the data some more::

FCO_Harlok says:
@ SHA! CEO: hang on Gal! :: Swings the skimmer around and begins to head back to the Away team:: COMM: GANYMEDE: Harlok to Ganymede, lost contact with Commander Ray and other away team members... heading back to last known location. Advise!

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Good Mister Silek. :: under his breath:: Self:For now...

XO_Lu says:
CTO: You will inform me when the situation changes.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Runs the suited hand in the water and looks at the fish staring back up at her::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Focuses Nav-sensors to pick up Away team's signals:: Self: C'mon... where are you!

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods :: XO: Of course Sir.

TO_Masterson says:
COM: FCO: Mister Harlok, I have the other away team members on the monitor.

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: looks up from reading the data::  XO:  It says here that there are vast amounts of gold, silver, dilithium and the like  ::hopes there are amethyst down there too::

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Looks up:: *TO*: coming?

XO_Lu says:
:: ponders for a second:: CNS: How large is the dilithium deposit?

TO_Masterson says:
@ *Dr.: Right behind you.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Ducks down into the water and vanishes.. Stepping off the platform to the ocean floor below::

XO_Lu says:
CNS: Never mind that, it’s probably pretty sizable.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Waves a few fish off and looks at a small scanner.. Points toward the volcanic fissure and starts swimming that way::

CNS_Ashworth says:
XO:  That it is Commander. :: smiles::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Follows the Dr. ::

Dr_Clarian says:
@ *TO*: now if a tremor happens. Just use the thruster jets to lift yourself off the ocean floor and you'll be safe

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Grumbles in anger and worry as he sweeps for the away team:: *AT* Away team respond!

TO_Masterson says:
@ *Dr.* Ok Dr.

XO_Lu says:
ALL: With a dilithium deposit that large, this place will be noticed very fast.

OPS_Serok says:
COM: FCO: Mister Harlok.... I am sending the coordinates of the other away team members to you.  :: Transfers data ::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods to the XO :: XO: Understood sir.. I shall monitor the sensors more closely ... Sir? Should we advise the Captain?

CNS_Ashworth says:
XO:  Agreed Sir, should we notify the Captain?

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Leads the TO towards the fissure and starts going down:: *TO*: suite has 2 lights.. One on the wrist and one on the helmet:: flips her lights on and heads down into the darkness of the fissure::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Banks the Skimmer around a school of marine life as he gets the coordinate:: COM: GANYMEDE: Roger! Headed there now! :: Speeds up::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Turns on her lights and follows the Dr. ::

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Commander put the weapons on standby.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The tremors increase as Dr. Clarain and the TO enter the cave and causes a huge landslide trapping Them in the cave

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods :: XO: Aye Sir... Yellow Alert Sir?

Dr_Clarian says:
@: Looks at the scanner and the odd radiation:: *TO*: that’s funny. This says it's. Argh!

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Curses in Klingon ::

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Tumbles downward.. Into a small cavern and looks around..:: *TO*: you hurt?

XO_Lu says:
*CO*: Captain, sorry to bother your meal, but the planet has a HUGE deposit of valuable minerals in which there is a sizable deposit of dilithium.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Shoots through a rock formation and over a rise reaching the coordinates and begins to search for them.::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The sea bottom begins to upheaval and 2 unmarked Romulan Warbirds that have been cloaked submerged in the sand suddenly decloak and appear in the atmosphere of the planet

TO_Masterson says:
@ *Dr.*: No Dr., just wondering how long we are going to be here.  :: Tries to find a way out ::

P`lar says:
:: turns her weapons systems on and heads up straight for the Ganymede firing the disrupters::

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Sir! 2 Romulan Warbirds de-cloaking ... from the surface sir?

Dr_Clarian says:
@ *TO*: well that’s hard to say. There’s an alternate oxygen filter on the suite. Flip that green button. That way we can breath what gas is in the water here and conserve our personal supply.

XO_Lu says:
Helm: Evasive maneuvers.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the disrupter fire hits the rear sensor pod

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: whispers in horror:: Self: Kishijoten... IYA! :: Slaps comm button:: COM: GANYMEDE: Suvok! It looks like there was a cave-in here! Can you still read the Away Team!

Se`Tak says:
:: raises up and pauses over the ocean to put a few disrupter beams through the science station::

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Weapons hot, shields to max.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Shines the light around the cave and shrugs::

OPS_Serok says:
:: Fingers fly over the console to make evasive maneuvers ::

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Sir. We’ve been hit in the sensor pod. I am raising shields and activating weapons.

Se`Tak says:
:: races up to help in the fight against the Mede, making a strafing run along the ventral aft::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Goes to Red Alert ::

P`lar says:
:: fires on the Ganymede's sensor pods::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Nods at the Dr. and flips the green button ::

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Target the warbirds energy relays.

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Is with Harlok::

MO_Ashworth says:
:: Sits up from off of the floor in sickbay:: Self: How did I get down here ::rubs his spinning head::

Dr_Clarian says:
@ *TO*: it's gonna tastes weirder till we get out of here. :: grins::

XO_Lu says:
OPS: Inform the AT of our situation.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The strafing fire puts holes in the ventral shaft as shields rise

P`lar says:
:: moves towards the communication array and fires::

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Aye Sir. :: Locks weapons on the Romulan's engineering ::

Se`Tak says:
:: makes a turn for another pass on the Mede and fires, again concentrating on the ventral engineering section::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Points down at the cave-in as the marine life swim all around::

MO_Ashworth says:
:: Using a bio bed to balance him he stands up and grabs a tricorder::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Fires on the lead vessel :: XO: Firing Sir !

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: walks around taking readings like a good scientist would::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the shields deflect All Romulan fire

XO_Lu says:
*CO*: Captain, we have a situation. Two Romulan warbirds have risen from the planet and have started to attack us.

P`lar says:
:: banks sharply to the left and comes around behind the Ganymede firing on her aft shields::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Runs a quick scan of the caved in area to search for debris, or anything that might give a clue::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Nods at the Dr.:: *laboratory computer * relay message to Ganymede.  Trapped in a landslide with the Dr. Need assistance 

XO_Lu says:
OPS: More power to aft shields.

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Bring up the quantum torpedoes.

Se`Tak says:
:: flips around and makes another pass, firing on the visible warp nacelle::

Dr_Clarian says:
@: Notices a cave leading upward. Decides to look it over::

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Sir ... shields are buckling ...  I recommend we brake orbit and regroup Sir.

XO_Lu says:
CTO: I want those QT's up now....

OPS_Serok says:
XO: Aye Sir:: reroutes power::

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Aye Sir. Torpedoes Ready

P`lar says:
:: continues to target the communications array and the aft deflector array::

XO_Lu says:
OPS: Break orbit.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the Ganymede’s shields are still deflecting Romulan fire

MO_Ashworth says:
:: Scans himself still rubbing his head with his free hand:: Self: Everything seems okay

OPS_Serok says:
XO: Aye Sir

XO_Lu says:
OPS: Evasive omega 91

OPS_Serok says:
:: Takes the ship out of orbit ::

Se`Tak says:
:: moves under the Mede as she moves, firing with aft weapons on her engineering section::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Finds little that can say anything about the cave-in::

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Target their bridge, full torpedo volley.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: shines her light into a room lined with diamonds.. Some the size of her head. The light is caught and reflected like a room of mirrors:: 

MO_Ashworth says:
:: The ship shakes and he's snapped back into Starfleet mode:: Nurses: That’s weapons fire....prepare for massive casualties

XO_Lu says:
CTO: I want them cleared from this sector.

CNS_Ashworth says:
*Sickbay*:   It would be a good idea to get Sickbay ready just in case we need it, we are under attack.

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Aye Sir. Firing full torpedo Spread

OPS_Serok says:
XO: Sir I received a message from the TO.  She and the Dr. are trapped in a landslide.

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Follows the Dr. ::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Maneuvers the skimmer till they are hovering just over the cave in:: *AT* Away Team respond... this is Harlok can you hear me?

P`lar says:
:: modifies the disrupters to pierce the shields at their weakest point::

Dr_Clarian says:
@ Self: whoa. 

MO_Ashworth says:
*CNS* Thank you, we are preparing...

XO_Lu says:
Self: preferably their frozen carcasses strewn throughout the entire Federation.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Transfers message to the FCO ::

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Modulate the shield Frequencies.

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Takes a look at the cave-in:: Self: ::Whistles:: Wow, quite the sight

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Aye Sir. Modulating shields

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Reads message from OPS:: CEO: That figures! The Mede’s under attack! We're on our own.

Se`Tak says:
:: pulls away quickly from the Mede, still firing away with disrupters::

CNS_Ashworth says:
*MO*:  Understood, and be careful down there.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: casualties from all decks begin to appear in sickbay

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Sir... I have an idea ... perhaps we could disable a vessel with a huge projectile... The Captain's Yatch ... on automatic on a collision course could do some damage.

MO_Ashworth says:
*CNS* Same goes to you Tehya

CNS_Ashworth says:
XO:  Sickbay is getting ready for the worst Sir

XO_Lu says:
CTO: You want to ask the Captain yourself?

CNS_Ashworth says:
*MO*:  Will do

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: I'm assuming that means we should continue here. Have you found any life signs?

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Runs a scan for lifesigns::

P`lar says:
:: comes around and stares down the Ganymede and opens the comm:: COMM: Ganymede: This the Romulan ship Portuk, stand down your weapons and leave this planet. We claim it for the Romulan Empire.

Dr_Clarian says:
@ *TO*: nice huh. :: looks at her scanner and pulls a fist size diamond from the wall::

MO_Ashworth says:
Nurses: This is it everyone.... Remember your training and get the job done...:: Rushes up to a crewman hobbling in holding his arm::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Reads the Coordinates from OPS and nods at CEO:: CEO: Aye Sir... I just received the AT's coordinates... they're deep under by the looks of it.

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Full volley of Quantum torpedoes on my mark.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Brings up TAC-display and shows Gal::

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Ready Sir

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: tucks it in a pouch and moves on::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Checks the transporters::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The Romulan’s pull back to the other side of the planet and cloak again

TO_Masterson says:
@ *Dr.* I don't think pulling things out of the wall is a very good idea.

Se`Tak says:
:: pulls away doing evasive maneuvers and cloaks ::

XO_Lu says:
OPS: ready for the Picard maneuver.

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: Well, I think a rescue operation is in order. Saddle up boys! Here comes the cavalry!

P`lar says:
:: moves off and cloaks::

MO_Ashworth says:
Crewmen: What the problem?

OPS_Serok says:
XO: Aye Sir!

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Gets results from transporters::

Dr_Clarian says:
@ *TO*: naa it’s stable. I'm getting radiation readings. Gonna check them out.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Holds her fingers over the console waiting::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: Our transporters are working. We can beam them out

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Looks at Gal and fingers his hair-beads nervously and smirks:: CEO: Can you get a lock?

XO_Lu says:
OPS: Belay that last order.

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Shrugs and follows the Dr. ::

MO_Ashworth says:
<Crewmen> MO: Its my arm, I had my arm on my console when it blew:: reveals his arm exposing the completely raw underside::

P`lar says:
:: keeps the Ganymede on her sensors::

FCO_Harlok says:
@ CEO: We'll have to use the Hetfield's, Sir. With the Mede under attack her shields will be up.

OPS_Serok says:
XO: Aye Sir.

Se`Tak says:
:: drops into a lower orbit over the pole::

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: follows the readings to another passage that leads straight down.. Looks down the hole::

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Tetrion burst, we need to drive them out.

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: So, how do you propose we get to it

MO_Ashworth says:
Crewmen: Over here...sit down and keep that arm elevated. Nurse: Clean out that man's arm and dress it.... We won’t have time to repair it just yet...

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods : : XO: Aye Sir.. :: Fires tetrion burst ::

MO_Ashworth says:
:: Looks around as more and more casualties’ come rushing in::

TO_Masterson says:
@ *Dr.* I think the rest of the away team is on the way.  I think we shouldn't go any further down.

Dr_Clarian says:
@ *TO*: ohh it's a long way down.

CTO_Silek says:
>:: Nods : : XO: Aye Sir.. :: Fires tetrion burst at they're last course ::>

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Points at display:: We've been routing almost everything through the probes anyway... we could use them as enhancers. I think. :: shrugs::

Dr_Clarian says:
@ *TO*: ok you stay here. I'll be right back.

P`lar says:
:: silently moves to the far side of sensor range::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: I have an idea. We can use the shuttle's command override codes to put down the shields for enough time to beam one of us through

TO_Masterson says:
@ *Dr.* We should stick together.  :: Follows the Dr. ::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Tries to gather extra information from the probes in the system ::

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: shifts her weight from one leg to the other, secretly wishing to sit down::

MO_Ashworth says:
:: Walks by a woman laying down on a bio bed...she is unconscious:: Self: how am I supposed to get the information out of her now? :: Takes out his tricorder and runs it over her body::

Se`Tak says:
:: watches the Mede from the obscured orbit::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: I just happen to have them here:: Taps his head::

XO_Lu says:
:: opens comm channel:: COMM: <Romulan warbirds> This is the United Federation Starship Ganymede, You are in Federation space, Leave now or face the consequences.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Looks at Gal:: CEO: Is that wise with the Mede in a battle Sir?

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Heads down the hole about 100 feet till the walls glitter with an odd blue hazy light::

P`lar says:
:: scans the planet for any signs of Federation interference::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: Is the shuttle not outside the ship?

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: Or is it inside?

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: actives the thrusters and attaches to the rock on the cave wall.. Looking at the scanner::

FCO_Harlok says:
@ CEO: It is still sitting in Dry-dock at Deep star 4.

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Sir. I have some exhaust. I am attempting to trace to the source...

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Ready to fire on your command...

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: Then what is the problem?

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Cracks a wide-eyed grin:: self: I was right!! I knew I was!

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Smirks:: CEO: Thought you wanted to try to transport them to the Mede herself.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: A huge gathering of marine animals’ forms outside the outpost. Animals of all types from all over the planet gather here

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: laughs:: FCO: No, we just need the Hetfield. Let’s go back for her

XO_Lu says:
OPS: Lets get the aft shields repaired.

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Looks at the Dr. :: *Dr.* What have you found ?

XO_Lu says:
Self: where is Ensign Winner?

P`lar says:
:: opens a channel:: COMM: Ganymede: This is the Portuk. We claim the planet below. You are invaders here. Leave or be destroyed now!

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Nods and rams the skimmer to full speed back to the station:: CEO: Right!

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Maneuvers the skimmer into a slipstream to accelerate even faster. Bobbing and weaving along the ocean's floor::

Dr_Clarian says:
@ *TO*: the stuff dreams are made of. We have to get out of here. This is ionic radiation. It’s not healthy

OPS_Serok says:
XO: Aye Sir.  *Eng*: Engineering, send a repair crew to repair the aft shields.

P`lar says:
:: begins to recharge her weapons::

OPS_Serok says:
<ENG> *OPS*: On our way.

OPS_Serok says:
XO: Sir, a repair team is on its way.

XO_Lu says:
:: opens comm channel:: COMM: <Portuk> This is Commander Lu, You are in Federation space, Leave now or be destroyed.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Banks the skimmer hard and slips right into the station's dry-dock and then surfaces immediately:: '

XO_Lu says:
:: nods to the CTO::

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: heads back up out of the hole toward the diamond filled cave and suddenly starts gasping::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Fires phasers all banks widest possible spread :: XO: Firing Sir !

TO_Masterson says:
@ *Dr.* then how do we get out of this hole?

Host Pat_O says:
Action: Phaser fire barely grazes both Romulan ships

MO_Ashworth says:
:: Wishes he had more then just 2 arms as he works::

P`lar says:
COMM: Ganymede: You are Federation weaklings. Your weapons are no match for ours. Be off with you or face your doom.

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Follows the Dr. and notices she is in distress ::  *Dr.* What’s wrong?

Dr_Clarian says:
@*TO*: thrust. Uhh thrusters on the suite. Arm controls. Oh dear. Ugh. :: passes out from lack of oxygen::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Gets out of the pod once it's docked, and makes his way to the Hetfield::

Se`Tak says:
:: immediately changes course and position::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Boards the Hetfield, and powers her up::

XO_Lu says:
:: thinks ::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Hetfield comes to life, and joins the FCO's pod on the way back to the AT coordinates::

P`lar says:
:: slowly maneuvers her ship into a higher altitude::

Dr_Clarian says:
@*TO*: air, water. Reserves. Need reserves. :: blacks out cold::

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: wonders what the good Cmdr. is going to do next::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Relaying message to FCO via the lab :: *FCO*:  The Dr. is unconscious....need help!



XO_Lu says:
:: opens comm channel:: COMM: <Portuk> How about a compromise, 60/40 split on the minerals?

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Ready to fire quantum torpedoes on their estimated position Sir...

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Feels the first stirring of panic ::

XO_Lu says:
CTO: wait, I have an idea.

Se`Tak says:
:: swings back around to the pole and moves through it, cutting all power except the cloak and slowly drifting to the other side of the planet::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Is nearing the destination::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods :: XO: Aye Sir ...

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Pushes the skimmer clear and zooms back toward the cave-in:: *TO* Hang on K'arana! The cavalry is on its way.... Be there in 2!

TO_Masterson says:
@ *FCO*: Hurry, I don't know how long she can last!

P`lar says:
COMM: Ganymede: We do not negotiate with our enemies. We were here first. You are not wanted here. The minerals belong to the Empire!

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Arrives, hoping there is sufficient time to save the TO::

FCO_Harlok says:
@ *CEO* Punch it GAL! They're in trouble! :: Pushes the skimmer beyond specs and hears the engines howl in agony::

XO_Lu says:
COMM: Portuk: 60/40 in your favor, that is my final offer.

Se`Tak says:
:: with gentle puffs of the thrusters, he puts the planet between his ship and the Mede::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Literally punches it::

XO_Lu says:
CTO: Go.

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Scans the area for the TO's life sign::

P' lar says:
:: laughs loudly and closes the comm::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: surface scans come up negative::

Se`Tak says:
:: with the planet masking him, he quickly changes course and dives back down into the planet's atmosphere::

P`lar says:
:: turns the ship towards the planet and heads down::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Swings the skimmer around the shuttle and shuts down the stressed engines as the Cave-in appears:: *TO* K'arana we're here! Can you boost your signals?

OPS_Serok says:
:: Monitoring the away team ::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Runs a multilevel scan::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: I'm getting a weak reading! I can't lock on though

TO_Masterson says:
@:: Punches a few buttons on the suit to boost the signal ::  

Host Pat_O says:
Action: Both warbirds plunge into the depths of the Ocean once more

Se`Tak says:
:: moves to the surface of the ocean, and submerges with one of the waves::

P`lar says:
:: slides beneath the water and moves slowly to her hiding place::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: Got it!

CEO_D`terrin says:
@TO: Hang on, this is going to be rough

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Punches the transporter control::

CNS_Ashworth says:
XO:  I get the impression they don't want to negotiate with us

CTO_Silek says:
XO: Sir. Warbirds are in the Atmosphere!

Host Pat_O says:
<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>

